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From: David Ryley   
Sent: 12 March 2020 10:10 
To: Licensing <Licensing@wolverhampton.gov.uk> 
Subject: Rose Garden Banqueting Hall, 295 Parkfield Road. 
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the council. Do not click links or open attachments unless you are 

sure the content is safe.  

Dear Sirs, 

 

I wish to make my representation in relation to the licencing application for the above new premises on several 
points. 

 

The Provision of Entertainment in the form of Boxing and Wrestling in particular concerns me since such full 
contact sports appear to me to encourage partisan rivalry which, if also fueled by alcohol can often spill over 
into raucous and boisterous behaviour, potentially leading to public disorder breaking out. 

 

The potential for alcohol consumption over spilling into the car park and the grater surrounding areas, 
particularly late at night at the end of a function is also concerning since the Pheonix Park to the rear is an 
alcohol prohibited area and the Pheonix Health and Urgent Treatment Centre to the other  side. This concern 
also tend to generate loud and extended periods where guests continue to pursue banter and heightened 
exuberance causing a general nuisance, which additionally extends to the disturbance of local residents and 
their children in particular living in the flats immediately opposite the venue. The inevitable departure of 
parties of guests in cars appear to also inevitably lead to loud last goodbyes, accompanied by the use of car 
horns. 

 

The Non Standard Timings attached to the application expatiates each of the above concerns, particularly in 
relation to the extended opportunity for alcohol consumption effecting all local residents but again more 
especially the children who will no doubt be restless with the expectation of Christmas approaching.  
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As such I oppose the application for the provision of Alcohol in particular and also the range of Entertainment 
suggested for such large numbers of guests not experienced in the area before, unless of cause the 
construction of the Hall has been vetted for exceptional high levels of noise control.  

 

Regards 

David Ryley 

Local Resident 


